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Max Hattler

Aanaatt references Moholy-Nagy, Bauhaus and 
early Constructivism. As a result, the analogue 
approach seemed most appropriate. The ever-
changing arrangement and movement of  objects 

magical machine; an abstract modernist revolution; 

generated animations of  basic, shape-shifting 
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I love the idea that a person can be overcome 
with the need to create, as if it is something 
other than themselves that drives them to the 
act of making. These artists take this idea 
further creating machines that draw, copy 
and paint. It harks back to the industrial 
revolution where man became obsessed with 
beautiful cogs, mechanical reproduction and 
robotics. Like mad scientists these artists 
create machines to drive their vision.  Here 

their  perspective. 

 

best suited. What I do tend to do is limit myself  

angle, analogue only - no digital effects or post-
production (apart from using a digital stills camera
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tripod). I also limited the movement, shapes and 

might be different constraints, such as using only 
digital or certain colours, shapes and mirroring - or 
certain conceptual considerations.

atmospheres or points of  departure that might 
trigger a thought or feeling. Abstraction, especially 

representation, enables this sort of  open-endedness 

As a result, my practice contemplates microcosms, 
moments, and atmospheres. Close-ups are used 

are an aesthetic representation of  politics, science, 
spirituality and contemporary culture.

music throughout my teens - and being introduced 

based sound-editing and music sequencing. In 
terms of  abstraction, music can be seen as the most 

of  creating mood or atmosphere over clear 

sound, music and the moving image. Incidentally, 

dimensional!

dimension. SHIFT portrays this mythical 5th 

themes and explored through colour, movement 
and shape. 
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became an inter-dimensional machine. At times 

too seriously.

gallery in London, complemented by two further 

amazing Animate Projects,  and was  premiering on 

online on randomacts.channel4.com straight 

online animateprojects.org and also on 

TOM FOULSHAM

the physical expression of  a movement combined 

The Wiggle Table is a collision of  these analogue 
methods and digital applications. The analogue is 

and computing going on underneath controlling 
machine vibrations. These are either being created 

being grabbed off  of  the internet. 

Computer-controlled vibrations disturb the 

Digital and human actions are simultaneously 

interrupted in front of  your eyes fascinating. 
    

labour to counter a reliance on technology. I use 
the technology I need to create the experience I 

Tom Foulsham graduated from the Royal College 

worked in the practices of Thomas Heatherwick and 
Ron Arad. His one-off work installations have been 

tomfoulsham.co.uk
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